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Introduction
The moor vegetation in the Eastern Hokkaido is characterized by the tussock construction at the lowland or the fen meadow. As to say, numbers of hammocks and upheavals are distributed in groups rather regularly like chessmen on the board, but their
characters — shapes, heights, tussock constructions, soil conditions, and others — are
complex and dissimilar with one another. The tussock formation by Schoenns nigricans

in the South African fen has already been described by C. J. Dawkins (1939)1), and by
A. H. Martin (1960)2\ Tatewald and Tsujii (1956)3^ and Tanaka (1958, 1959)^.s^ have also
reported that by Carex Aug list inoiviczii in the Eastern Hokkaido, especially in the Kushiro
Moor, and Kira (1952)6) in Manchuria, too.
The hummock and tussock by Carex Augustinowiczti shows generally the typical structure which is called a 'tonsure-like hummock' in Hokkaido. In addition to it, there can
be seen the similar one by Carex Caespitosa, Carex Middendorffii, Eriophoi'iim vaginatum,
and some others, whose tillers are very lively. By the side of these tussocks, we also see
often crowds of hummocks showing a quite different feature at marginal grounds of the
moor or at some places which are utilized for pasturage, whereas none has ever reported
on this hummock.
In order to explain these hummock- and tussock-formations in the Kushiro Mloor, the
author tried to classify them to two types by the origin — that is, one by Carex and
another by wn-Carex — and particularly to examine the process of their development by
carrying out the phytosociological survey.

Habitat
The present Kushiro Moor, which is separated from the Pacific Ocean by several sandhills in the south, is a wide lowland, because of the regression of the sea in ancient times.
Except the southern part, it is surrounded by coastal benches, and several streams flowing
through the moor in zigzag directions from north-west to south-east or from north to
south. However, the moor being flat and swampy, the flowing speed of streams is, of
course, indeed slow. Now we can find here such peat bogs as following three types — the

lowland type, the transitional type, and the highland type — ; but as to their distribution
the transitional and highland moor are localized and their whole area are not so large,
too. It goes without saying, therefore, that the lowland moor occupies the most part of
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all and is dominated by Phragmites and Curex on the whole. However, at their marginal
grounds many plans having been practised today to utilize them for farm, meadow, industrial ground and others, the nature of the moor will be sure to change in the near
future.

Excluding Phragmites, the fen formation here begins with the encroachment of Carex
li.mosa, and C. Lyngbei, or C. laevirostris. Then Ca/-e-v accrescens, C. vesi.caria, C. canescens,

C. curvicoHis, C. lasiocarpa var. occnltans, C. omiuna, C. stipata, C. fedia var. Mi.yabei, and
some other Carex species coexist with them. The composition of these vegetations varies
locally to some extent, but generally has the same physiognomy throughout the lowland
moor in Hokkaido. Moreover, these grounds not being covered wholly with fen-grasses,
there can be seen groves of Alnus japonica var. argtita here and there. They are in some
places about only one metre high, but at an edge wood of a river, attain a height of about
eight metres.
Care.v Augu.stiiwwiczii, forming a typical tussock originated by Carex, grows widely
around the base of a bench which follows to the dale zone among terraces. They are
also dotted in some small communities at limited spots of the marginal ground, such as a
side of the stream, a lower slope of the hill, an edge of the drain, or a forest floor. In
these edge regions of the moor, we often see woods of Fraxinus excelsissima or Picea
Glehni with Alnus japonica var. arguta.
On the other hand, many drains having been settled to lower the water table, the soil
condition has considerably been dried recently. On the upheavals, not originated by
Carex, which the writer has described as another type before, a species such as Scmgti.isorba-temi.Lfalj.u var. ulba, Dryopteris thelypteris, Hosf.a rectifolia, or Tliali.cfrum Thunbergi.i
var. divaricatwn is the dominant, or some of them are co-dominants usually, and Phrcigmites and Carex are rather rare. Therefore the surface of the moor seems to be rugged
and uneven by those tussock- and hummock-features.
Thus a bare observation of their external shapes shows some different characters
between these two kinds of upheavals as above described, but it is not so easy to discern

both types exactly all the time, because they both distribute at rather similar habitats,
especially edaphic conditions. They grow contiguously each other or sometimes are found
even in a jumble.
Results and Discussion
1). Tussock formation by Carex-ongin
On account of the geographical situations, attaching with irregular coastal benches or
parallel sand dunes, the edge of marginal areas of the fen abounds in many gentle slopes,
and scouring of mud by rain or thawing is avoidable there. Some Carex species which
spread their plentiful roots, hold the ground soil tightly through the seasonal scouring,
and come in effect more or less to the hummock formation. The more frequent the tillering, the more distinctive the tussock structure. Carex Ai.tgn.stiiwiuiczii is exceptionally
a remarkable tussock-forming species among them.
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In the Eastern Hokkaido, it has been wellknown from of old because of its hummock
shape and chessmen-like distribution. However, it grows not only in the fen but also
grows extensively at gentle slopes or ruggy hills of volcanic ashes in the inland region,
seeking for smaller content of soil water.
As to the process of hummock development, the chessmen-like distribution or succession of tussock species should be surveyed at first. Therefore, the following three stages
were set up according to the degree of its development — that is, the young stage, the
medial stage, and the old stage — and external and internal characters of each stage
were looked for and compared with each other : (a) the young stage — the leaves are
not so many, and do not yet form a clear tussock, and moreover they are distributed

irregularly in gathers, (b) the medial stage — the height of the hummock from five to
twenty centimetres or so, and many leaves hung down around the hummock and they
can be recognized as a peculiar tussock even at a distant view. The tussock species is
only Carex and no other invaders are found yet. (c) the old stage — it consists of the
largest hummock of all, and some mount up to more than about eighty centimetres in
height. The tonsure-like shape is recognized clearly particularly in spring, for many
withered leaves overhead the whole hummock hung down to all directions. The density
of leaves and stalks of Carex Aitgustinowiczii itself is rather small on its top center, and
other species as Dryopteris thelypteris, Gali.um trifidum, and Rubia jesoensis invade there
secondarily and grow thick.
In (a) and (b) stages, tillers are not so many yet, and the inner part of the small
hummock is almost held with mud. Whenever they follow up the process of the primary
hummock- and tussock-formation, they must notice to understand the climatic charactersities in this region. Snow scarcely lie on even in January or February and drifted snow
is also little indeed through whole winter. Accordingly, the ground freezes intensely and
severely more than one metre in depth. Though a last freezing layer, remaining at
about twenty-five centimetres in. depth under the ground, thaws finally after the middle
of April, the freezing and thawing of the surface ground are repeated over and over
again through these days. When the thawing of the surface is found half-way, the
mushy soil is scoured and washed away so much even at a slight inclination. Therefore,
not only Carex species but some other perennial plants as Glyceria and Poa in those
grounds are also robbed of mud at their habitat, and can survive barely and unstably
there with some roots penetrating the deep freezed soil. However, the mushy soil is
sometimes caught by the underground part of plants and is accumulated successively there.
It can be said that the roots of plants, as a rule, rise up to the surface by scouring at
first, then mud is stuffed among rose roots, and finally they settle again to the soil surface
of a higher level than before. The primary process of the hummock formation by Carex
Augnstinot.viczii is of course supposed to trace such a course, but all tillers can not always
survive through these young stages, for they are exposed to such dangers at the same
time as they are buried wholly by mud under the ground.
Next the external characters which are shown by the transverse section of a large
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hummock as seen in the (c) stage are originately not so different compared with some
sketches of Schoenus by Dawldns and Martin. They are drawn up in a line in Fig. A
with redrawn sketches of Schoenus by two authors mentioned above.
-e-

-a-

-b-
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Fig. A Hummocks of Schoenns nigricans and Carex Augnsfinoiviczii

a. Figure given by Dawkins (1939) redrawn
b. Figure given by Martin (1960) redrawn
c. d. e. Sketches of Carex Augusfinowiczii (all with the same scale)
(c : young stage d : medial stage, e : old stage)
Bases of living stems and leaves
Mat of living stocks, etc.
Central core of dead stocks, sheaths, roots, etc.

Soft black peaty soil with roots
Apex of cone representing the level of hummock origin
Roots laid barely by scouring, etc.
Between-hummock level
8. Peat soil
9. Supposed original level
Dawkins recognizing and watching some remarkable erosions at both sides of a logalistie shape about a hummock, Martin, on the other hand, does not pay attention so much
to Schoenus in Gloenvlei. But the erosion of the huge hammock by Carex Augustmowiczii
in Kushiro is far remarkable, and the diameter of the bottom area is only ten centimetres
or so in some instances, so that it may be regard as an inverse-bottle-type hummock.
The fen has rarely been used as a meadow, and the trampling has no reason for the
transformation of hummocks. So that the growing of plants themselves and the secondary erosion around them must be the only cause for their transformation. The fact that
-55-
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the sides of hummocks are eroded until pretty height suggests the intensity and extensiveness of a seasonal flowing in this region. Generally tillers develop upwards and old
stalks or roots are bound in a bundle tightly. However, as the humrnock grows and
develops, directions of tillering shift to the slanting direction and are sometimes horizontally. In these old ones other associated species occupy the top area, and stalks of Carex
in this part are to some extent withered. Then a few ones become like a bald patch of
head, and, moreover, the population of some ants — Lasius flaviis or Myrmica ruginodis
— makes their nests in these close areas too without exception.
These species complex of plants and animals inside and outside of these fen hummocks
will arouse immense ecological interests.
As to small hummocks by other Carex species, all is the same process as a rule, and
differences of scouring degree or other characters due only to the habitat conditions
where they grow.
2. Tussock formation by non-Carex origin
Strictly describing, this type of tussock formation is not caused by Carex or other living
grasses, and is qualitatively different from the hummock and tussock by Carex origin
mentioned above. The shape at the cross section of a hummock is also different and is
rather a shallow semi-circular one compared with the former. That is, this hummock or
upheaval is a curved and projecting part of the surface ground itself which succeeds from
the peat layer that covers like a knoll a withered underground stub of Almis japonica var.
cn'guta, and secondary invaded species grow on the top area of its curved surface at
present, and chief resistant species at the low marsh are few and rare upon it. From
several centimetres near the surface to about a hundred centimetres in depth in the
underground, there are numerous numbers of burried stubbs of Alniis japonica var.
argttta, and, moreover, those of various sizes are observed to be distributed piled up
above and below. As a subsequent accumulation of peat proceeds, the first unevenness
and irregularity of the surface of the ground spring up, based on stubbs. When the fen,
constructed secondarily over the former wood, has been wet and marshy till recent days,
peat deposits expand and generally a roughness of the surface is not marked so much.
However, in proportion to the fall of the water table and the drying of peat because of
the opening of drains or so, peat deposits shrink or is constricted than the before, and
peat shrinking where is no underground stub goes on further more. The peat layer is
thin upon stubbs and its shrinking is not so much. In the Kushiro Moor, there accumulate two thin layers of volcanic ashes at the depth of about twenty centimetres, and the
state of peat accumulation can be traced by marking them about the transverse section
at some studying places, and this ashes-layer at the section shows clearly a wavy curve.
This undulating shape does not always appear in succession to the surface ground, and
the surface inclines to change flatly through long years, for there grow still many resistant species as Phrcigmites or Carex at the hollow among hummocks and the peat deposits
there become thicker by the accumulation of leaves or muds in all directions. This is
the starting process of hummock construction. If the unevenness of the ground is not so
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remarkable as the immediate season after the drainage, some clear upheaval of about
twenty or thirty centimetres high will be recognized next year. But on the whole there
remain still Phragmites-Carex community, associated with Calamcigrostis Langsdorffii and
others, so that it is difficult to recognize these small semi-circular shapes of the surface
ground in summer, being covered wholly by the thick growth of those high grasses. At
natural circumstances, a clear hummock of a certain height appears years later, though
scouring is observed. Thus the shrinking of peat is the second cause of the hummock
construction.

On the other hand, the marginal area of the moor is usually used as a pasture or a
meadow in the Kushiro region, and large, monster-Uke hummock in gathers can be seen
in the place where it has been used long as a pasture, especially in winter when all
grasses wither and the ground is bare. The narrow, hollow area where breeding cattles
walk along usually, is stamped down unawares and unnoticed, and the vegetation there is
also poor, so that hummocks become higher and higher relatively in proportion to the
decline of ground by stamping. Trampling of vegetation will be found there, too. Some
hummocks near the small pool in the pasture where cattles often gather, are trampled
bitterly and sometimes destroyed. Accordingly, the pasturage should be described as
the third cause to make a hummock larger and more remarkable, for the status of a

hummock can be distinguished easily and clearly whether it has been effected by the
pasturage or not, even in the same extent of the ground.
When a marshy moor succeeds slowly to a dry ground through long years, emerged

plants or marshy plants which belong chiefly to the life form "G" (Raunkiaer 1907) may
be generally supposed as resistant species71 from the view of plant succession, on the
other hand species of the life form "H" as Calamagrostis Langsclorffii, Sangtiisorba
tenuifoiia var. alba, and Thalictrum Thunbergii var. divaricatum, or some other wetland
grasses may be secondarily invading ones from the drier ground. But the process of
plant succession at the lowland fen is not so plain and it advances even as gentle waves
surging upon a coast, and hummocks or upheavals can be said to carry out always a
function of foothold wherever secondary species begin to invade and to grow.
The tussock vegetation on hummocks is shown in Table 1 on typical three sampling
areas in this region — Showa, Aikoku, and Higashi-Kushiro — : Showa - the stand of
ten years after the drainage, where the water table is about sixty centimetres, the habitat is comparatively dry, and the ground is not utilized at all, ; Aikoku - the stand of
only three years since the pasturage where are few drains, water table is about forty
centimetres, and the habitat is comparatively wet ; Higashi-Kushiro - the right side of
Beppo River of more than thirty years since the pasturage, the water table is twenty to
forty centimetres, and the habitat is comparatively wet.
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Table 1. Comparison of three tussock communities based on coverage and frequency
Sampling area

Showa

Aikoku

Species ~ "----___ Life form

HigashiKushiro

I

Hosfa rectifolici \

G Ra

3

IV

2

m

+

Dryopferis Tlielypferis

G Ra

1

v

1

Y

3

v

Calanidgrostis Langsdorffii

H Rs

1

v

+

n

Viola verecimcla var. seinHnmiris

H RB

+

]1[

+

+

w

Lobelia sessiiifolia

G Ra

+

K

1

]1[

+

H

Sauguisorbu fenm'folia var. alha

H R»

+

Ill

+

]I

3

v

I

1

ffi

I

It

Solidngo Virga-anrea var. jesoensis

H RB

+

Rubia jesoensis

H Rs

+

+

E

+

E

Osinunda cinnamomeu

G Ra

2

Ill

+

IT

Gulitim trifidum

H Ra

+

I

+

11

+

I

1

IV
+

I

ll[

+

1[

2

Ill

+

u

+

II

4-

n
I
I

Latiiyrns palustris var. pilosiis

H Rr,

Eqitisetum palnsfre

H Ra

Gentiana t/'iflora var. jat>omca

G Ra

u

+

Thcilictruin aquilegifolitim

H Ra

+

Tlialictrum Tiiunbergii var. divariccifnm

H Ra

+

I

+

I

Phragmites unlgaris

G R2

+

IV

+

HI

Carex psendocnrai'ca

H Ra

4-

m

Scntellaria dependens

H Ra

Spiranflies sinensis

H Ra

+

1

Lycopus angnstns

G Ra

4-

Stacliys baicalensis

H Ra

+

Hypericnm erectiim

H Rs

+

I

Triadenum japomcum

G Rs

+

I

+

I
][

Peclicillciris yezoensis

H Ra

+

RcniKnctilns Franchetii

H Ra

+

I

Imfiatiens Textori

G Ra

+

I

Achtllca Pturmica var. macrocepliala

G Ra

+

I

Lycopns coreanns

G Ra

+

I

Lysimacliid vnlgaris var. claviirica

G Ra

+

I

It is true that a few preceding species as Dryopteris thelypferis or Hosta rectifolia hold
on a small fen hummock at first, new species invade gradually there, and they grow to a
large and balanced grass-complex on a hummock, co-associated with Lobelia sessilifo/ia,
Sangiiisorba teniit.folia var. alba, Riibia jesoensis, Solidago Virga-aurea var. jesoensis, Viola
semilimaris, Thalictrum Thimbergii var. divaricatitm, Thalictrum aqii.ilegifolium, Galium
trifidum, and some others. Thus a broacl-leaf herbaceous community situates on hummocks in contrast to a surviving slender-leaf one at hollows.
From the foregoing description that the author has pointed out three causes on the
development of a hummock, the tussock itself has not been constructed in recent years,
but projected above the horizontal ground since quite a long time ago. Moreover, so far
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as it has not been submerged under the water level, there are few factors to remain a
hummock as a turf forever, and practically it is dissolved to some extent to a humus
soil. So to say, there scatters non-peaty soil extensively with an appearance of a
hummock in the marginal ground of this wide Kushiro Moor.

Summary
The hummock construction and the tussock vegetations by two different origins have
chiefly surveyed.
The hummock formation by Carex Atigustinowiczii was understood from the viewpoint
of following two processes — Ccirex itself grows upwards by the repeated tillering, and
the peat soil is scoured away except a Carex stub, which roots bind soil tightly and
prevent to be scoured. Accordingly, these Carex communities are apt to be formed at
limited areas as a gentle slope, a stream side, or a ground of wood, where the seasonal
scouring are intense.

Another hummock, more common and general in this region, is caused by the withered
stub of Alnns japonica var. arguta, buried under the peat, and author lays special emphasis on this hummock type, based on the follow-up of a clue of the wavy curve of thin
volcanic ashes in the field survey. The hummock, even overspread with shallow water,
juts out and arises above the water, and the soil conditions are moderate in a proper
moisture. Tussock species, entered secondarily from other dry grounds were described
compared with those of Carex type. Though it may be said heteronomous primarily and
not autonomous on its origin, there can be seen various views, ranging from a dense
crowd of hummocks to a sporadic distribution, rarely none in a considerable area naturally. When utilized for the pasturage for long years, the hammock shape becomes increasingly clear, but it is not destroyed by trampling and other causes on no occasion.
However, the f en hummock is an obstacle from a viewpoint of practical uses of fen as
pasturage or others.

He wishes to express his cordial thanks to Professor M. Numata of Chiba University
for his encouragement and for the revision of this manuscript.
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Plate 1. Carex Ailgitsfinowiczii hummock
(1) Irregular distribution of young tussock. (2) A hummock shape at media! stage. Uplieavals can
be marked a little. (3) Gathers of large hummock in early spring. Withered leaves hung down
around them. (4) At the tower-like huinmock its lower part and base are slender and roots laid
bare by scouring.
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Plate 2. Hummock views by iwn-Cfirex type origin
^- T,he.. s,"rface. ^l"o."nd o,f unused ten, rolling and undulating with hummocks. (2) Gathers of
a.clear..hummoc^"1..,early spring ata fen^pasture-land. Vegetation is comparativefy poor"even"in
?.l"?]l,mllL-_^ I^rofil^,of a huln'"ock. The surface of peaTy soil itself is'curved"and"upheavecl.'
It is shown in Fig._(5).^ (4) Large withered stubs, found under the ground. Tussocks ai-e formed
on ^the rising top. (5) Vertical profile of hummock and peat deposit. " ;i: hummock~-"b~:- "laver'of
ic aslies c : withered stub
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